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Preface 

This publication discusses a computer simulation of 
packinghouse operations to help minimize potato market
ing cost. The model is part of a major research project 
conducted to develop improved methods, equipment, oper
ating procedures. and facilities for preparing potatoes 
for market. 

The study was conducted under the general supetvision 
of Joseph F. Herrick, Jr., formerly investigations leader, 
of the then Transportation and Facilities Research Di
vision, Agricultural Research Service. 

The computer program, which is the basis of this 
publication, was developed by the Industrial Engineering 
Department of North Dakota State University under 
contra"'i between the University and the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture. 

This work was performed at North Dakota State Uni
versity at Fargo and at the Red River Valley Potato Re
search Center at East Grand Forks, Minn. 

The authors gratefully acknowledge the cooperation 
of Don Peterson, Director at the North Dakota State 
lTniversity Computer Center. 

Other publications previously issued for the potato industry are: 
Potato Packinghouse:>-GuideJines for Plant Layout. U.S. Dept. 

Agl'. Mktg. Res. Rpt. 075. April 1073. 
Powered Bulk Scooping in Potato Storages. U.S. Dept. Agr. Mktg. 

Res. Rpt. 016. March 1071. 
Bin Fronts for Potato Storages. U.S. Dept. Agr. Mktg. Res. Rpt. 

B03.•July 1071. 
Handling Potatoes from Storage to Packing Line-Methods and 

Costs. U.S. Dept. Agr. Mktg. Res. Rpt. 800. March 1071. 
Laterr,l Pressures on Walls of Potato Storage Bins. U.S. Dept. Agr. 

ARS 52-32. June 196B. 

Bulk Handling Spring Crop Potatoe:> from Harvester to Packing 
Line-Methods and Costs. U.S. Dept. Agr. Mktg. Res. Rpt. 761. 
November 1066. 

Shell Ventilation Systems for Potato Storagcs in the Fall Crop 
Area. l:.S. Dept. Agr. Mktg. Res. Rpt. 570. January 1063. 

Storage of Fall-Harvc!;tcd Potatoes in the Northeastern Late Sum
mer Cl'OP Area. U.S. Dept. Agr. lVIktg. Res. Rpt. 370. February 
1060. 
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Computer Simulation 

Of Potato Packinghouse Operations 


An Interim Step 


By Paul H. Orr, Kenneth A. Ebeling, Lewis A. Schaper, and Thomas W. Serrin 

Summary 

An operative computer simulation model was 
developed as a research tool to assist in detailed 
studies of potato packinghouse operations. This 
development completes an important interim 
step in a procedure designed to expand the 
possibilities of packinghouse economic, engi
neering, and managerial research studies 
through the use of computer simulation. Re
search investigations to improve overall pack
inghouse performance can now be conducted 
with the controlled computer model rather than 
with the transient, uncontrolled real-life situ
ations in packinghouses. Many more possibili
ties for improving equipment and operations 
can be explored rapidly and effectively with 

this approach. 
Eight operations common to most potato 

packinghouses were modeled using a standard 
system simulation language. They are (1) re
ceiving, (2) presizing, (3) pregrading, (4) 
washing and drying, (5) grading, (6) sprout 
inhibition or transfer, (7) sizing, and (8) pack
aging. The model simulates individual tuber 
characteristic, equipment function, and worker 
activities relationships to provide a logical de
scription of each of these operations. 

Synthesized packing line layout and example 
dat.a were used for equipment sizing and se
quencing and for demonstrating the logic of 
the model. 

Introduction 


Fruit and vegetable packing operations in
creasingly are being handled by fewer and 
larger, highly commercialized firms. With 
large-scale operations, the processing of fruits 
and vegetables for the fresh produce market 
has become quite complex in relationships 
among time, material, labor, equipment, and 
markets. Although these factors and their in
teractions are extremely important to good 
management, they are difficult to analyze. 

Pre\'ious research efforts have been directed 
toward analyzing and improving individual 
items of equipment, individual processes, or 

'Paul H. Orr arid Ltwis A. Schape}', agricultural en
gineers, Red Rh'er Valley Potato Research Center, 
Agricultural Research Service, East Grand Forks, 
1\Iinn.; Kenneth A. Ebeling and Thomas '\'. Sel'rin, re
~pectively, al'sislant and as~ociate profeg~ors, Industrial 
Engineering, Xorth Dakota State University. 

isolated activities within the packinghouse. 
This often has required simplifying assump
tions about the interactions of labor, machinery, 
and product. These interactions could result 
in process-efficient results that were nut efficient 
for the packinghouse as a whole. A research 
tool was needed with which both the individual 
operations and that of the total system of oper
ations could be analyzed simultaneously. Sys
tems simulation models have been effective in 
analyzing similar industrial and agricultural 
processing systems. 

The purpose of this study was to develop a 
simulation model of potato packinghouse oper
ations that could then be used in detailed studies 
of packinghouse equipment and operations. 
Though the resulting simulation model is cap
able of accommodating 2. wide variety of pack

1 
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ing plant configurations, verification that it 
can predict actual plant performance under all 
possible operating conditions is extremely diffi
cult and is beyond the scope of this study. Veri
fication that the model will at least duplicate 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

known operating conditions will be carried out 
in a subsequent study. The potato packing
house model reported here has passed all known 
tests of reasonableness by researchers who are 
familiar with packinghouse operations. 

Simulation Concepts 

Simulation is a technique of analysis in 

which only the essential characteristics and 
relationships of some real system are formu
lated by numerical methods into a model that 
in operation behaves much like the real system. 

The principal advantage of simulation in 
research is that a simulated model allows ex
perimentation with a real system without inter
fering with the ongoing operation or without 
engaging in costly and difficult alterations in 
product layouts or schedules. Some such ex
perimentation would not be possible with the 
real system itself. For example, a researcher 
can easily repeat tests that would othenvise 
take years to study in real life. Another major 
advantage is that the actual step-by-step devel
opment of a simulation model forces critical 
examination of the system being modeled. 
Knowledge obtained by this close scrutiny is 

invaluable not only to research work in the 
system but also to the managers and to super
visors of the real system itself. 

The simulation model developed in this study 
is structurally based on a General Purpose 
Simulation System (GPSS) compiler that was 
developed for an IBM computer.2 This GPSS 
compiler is designed to manipulate a class of 
problems that are characterized by blocks of 
common operations and flows among these 
blocks with intervening queues. The compiler 
language facilitates the formulation of block
flow diagrams of the model system and, at the 
same time, provides for detailed analysis of 
specific operations and equipment systems. The 
GPSS output is in numerical values which de
scribe the status and performance of the sys
tem at any particular time. 

Simulating Potato Packinghouse Operations 

In general, the model simulatefl individual 

potato tubers being processed by individual 
items of equipment, some of which interface 
with the activities of workerfl. Tuber flow rate, 
equipment size and sequence, and worker as
signments are bafled on a common packing line 
layout. 

Individual tubers 

Individual potato tubers are the basic units 
of the product being processed in the model. 
The model is concerned with the actual tuber
by-tuber response of packinghouse workers and 
machinery to the physical and biological char
acteristics of the potatoes during packing oper
ations. 

Individual tubers are simulated in terms of 
such physical characteristics as size, shape, 
weight, and appearance. The simulated unit is 
a tuber carrying these data and constitutes a 
transaction and each item of data is a param

eter of the transaction. Each transaction 
(tubel') flows through the simulation routine 
carrying information about itself in specific 
parameters (major axis length, weight, and 
percent damage). 

Each simulated tuber also is labeled with 
values representing such quality characteristics 
as disease incidence, mechanical damage, and 
smoothness. The model user identifies a distri 
bution of possible values for each quality char
acteristic and enters these data as input. The 
simulation routine selects an appropriate value 
for each characteristic and labels each tuber 
accordingly. 

Changes in these tuber characteristics during 
a simulation run not only describe the perform

"Detailed in fOl'lnntion about this simulation system 
is provided in G:>nerai Purpose Simulation System/360 
(Tger's Manual H20-032G-2, IBM, White Plains, N.Y. 
August lU69. 
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ance of the system being simulated but actually 
affect subsequent performance of the model. 
Hence, parameter values are provided as out
put at freqnent intervals in the programs. 

Equipment functions 

Equipment functions are simulated as re
sponses to the tuber size, shape, and weight in
formation associated with each transaction. 
The simulation of machine functions includes 
such characteristics as machine size, shape, and 
operating speeds as well as interactions among 
such factors as speed with effectiveness. Tend
encies of machines to inflict damage are simu
lated by adjusting the value of the damage 
parameters. 

Overloads, odd-shaped tubers, and similar 
conditions can cause improper responses from 
equipment. Error terms are provided in the 
model to represent a machine's actual tendency 
to improperly perform its function when oper
ating under abnormal conditions. The numer
ical levels of such errors and the error-causing 
factors must be identified and provided by 'he 
user. 

Worker activities 

The activities of workers are simulated as 
responses to information about the product 
being processed. For example, the grading op
eration is accomplished by simulating the re
sponse of each worker to the values found in 
those parameters representing quality of the 

potato tuber. These levels are compared with 
the levels required for the grade categories 
being packed. The sort is simulated by labeling 
each tuber with the number of the next ma
chine designated to handle that grade. 

Certain of the worker activities and machine
controlled operations arc interfaced in the 
model. For example, in the operation, a ma
chine fills containers that must be checked for 
weight and then adjusted by a worker. The 
model accumulates individual tubers until their 
combined weight approximates that required 
by the container. The worker responds by add
ing or subtracting tubers until the proper con
tainer weight is achieved. 

Just as in simulating equipment, error terms 
are used to adjust worker performance to re
flect the effects of product overloads, excessive 
operating speeds, and inadequate numbers of 
workers. 

Complete packing line 

The packing line layout shown in figure 1 
was selected as the basic one to be modeled. 3 

It represents types, sizes, and sequencing of 
equipment commonly encountered in Red River 
Valley packinghouses. The equipment required 
for sizing tubers by weight and packing them 
in boxes are not illustrated in the figure, but 
appropriate data to represent those items were 
included in simulating the packaging opera
tions. The equipment shown represents a pack
ing line capable of input rates of 400 to 500 
hundredweights of potatoes per hour. 

Description of the Model 


The detail of the model, language selection, 
and computer limitations required the use of 
a sequential phased model rather than a single 
stage model. For this reason, as well as to 
permit comparing alternative designs of pack
ing line equipment, the packinghouse opera
tions were divided into eight sequential phases: 

1. Receiving (1)' 
2. Presizing (2) 
3. Pregi'ading (3) 
4. Washing and (Iryil~g (4) 
5. Grading (9) 
6. Spro'lt inhibition or transfer (12) 

7. Sizing (13) 
8. Packaging' (24) 

Each phase of the model was developed to 
meet the following requirements: 

(1) To incotporate the signi'iicant equipment de
:;ign and operating factors. 

(2) To determine the economic factors of equip
ment ownen;hip and operation. 

'Orr, P. H. Potato Packinghouses-Guidelines for 
Plant Layout. C.S. Dept. Agr. Market. Res. Rpt. 975, 
illus. 1973. 

I Numbers in parentheses refer to numbererl. locations 
in figure 1 of the primary item of equipment for each 
operation. 
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(3) To include labor and material factors. 
(4) To permit the tuba flow transformation re

sults of an earlier pha~e to be passed directly to the 
next sequential phase of the plant's operation. 

(5) To allow flexihility in simulating the numerous 
alternatives available to the packinghouse manager. 

(6) To provide for modifying or extending the 
model. 

These criteria permit the user of the gen
eralized model to study potato packing line per
formance. This is baS€d on measures of finished 
product quality and economic return when sup
plied with detailed data on the operating con
figuration of a particular packing line. 

Receiving operations 

Receiving operations are simulated in phase 
1 of the model which generates the individual 
tubers to be processed and simulates their 
transfer from a fully loaded flume to the pack
ing line by a bucket-type vertical elevator. 

The basic logic of this phase of the model is 
shown in figure 2. In this and subsequent dia
grams tuber flow refers to the series of funda
mental programmed steps of the simulation. 
Initialization refers to the procedure required 
for setting initial values of computer routines 
for entering processing equipment, character
istic data, and for genel'ating other specific 
values required by the model. Flow rate refers 
to those procedures used to maintain statis
tics concerning categorial product flow rates, 
equipment and op€ration effectiveness, and op
erational costs. Each phase of the model has 
many more program steps than are shown in 
the diagrams. The steps shown represent 
fundamental logic and major portions of the 
actual computer programs. 

Phase 1 requires the following data input to 
simulate operation of the elevator: 

(1) The distance the potatoe!'- are to be lifted, op
erating speed, and size and spacing of the buckets; 

(2) The quantity (generally a probability distribu
tion) of tubers of the type being processed that enter 
a bucket of a given 1'ize when the elevator is operating 
at a given speed; and 

(3) Any interactions between number of tubers en
tering )1uckets, bucket size, and elevator operating 
speed. 

The initialization procedure of phase 1 (fig. 
2) is the routine that calculates bucket volume, 

elevator sp€ed, and bucket loading data re
quired by the t~tbe1' flow procedure. Then] as 
shown in the first three steps of tuber' flow in 
figure 2, the model, using these data, "gener
ates" properly sized and spaced elevator buck
ets, "advances" them the specified lift distance 
at the required speed, and "dumps" from each 
the proper number of tuber transactions. This 
process establishes the quantity, order, and 
rate of tubers flowing to the packing line. 

The next step in the tuber flow procedure 
(fig. 2) is the "assignment" of numerical values 
into proper parameters of each tuber transac
tion generated at the elevator. The values as
signed represent the level of certain physical 
characteristics of the tubers that are pertinent 
to packing line operations. 

The following describes the contents of each 
tuber transaction parameter: 

Pm'umete1' 

number Descl'iplion of characteristics 


1 Number of the machine which just com
pleted processing the tuber. 

2 Number of the machine for which the 
tuber is scheduled next. 

3 Size of the small axis of the tuber in 
tenths of an inch. 

4 Size of the intermediate uxis of the tuber 
in tenths of an inch. 

5 Size of the large axis of the tuber in 
tenths of an inch. 

6 Weight of the tuber in tenths of an ounce. 
7 Smoothness of the tuber skin on a grading 

scale from 0 (rough) to 100 (smooth). 
8 Smoc,~hness of the tuber configuration on 

a grad ing scale from 0 to 100. 
Total number of types of defects for this 

tuber. 
10 The percent of the tuber surface that is 

covered by dirt. 
11 The percent of the tuber skin that is 

freshly damaged. 
12 The percent of the tuber that i~ destroyed 

by soft rot. 
13 The percent of the tuber that is destroyed 

by dry rot. 
14 The percent of the tuber that is destroyed 

by frost damage. 
15 The density of Rhizodonia spots on the 

tuber surface. 
16 The percent of the tuber surface affected 

by greening. 
17 The number of healed-over major cuts and 

bruise!'- on the tuber. 
18 The degree of sprout growth in 1,:, -inch 

increments. 
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TUBER FLOW 

ADVANCE 

REPRESENT AN 
ELEVATOR BUCKET. 

BUCKET TRAVEL 
TIME. 

DUMP PRESCRIBED 
NUMBER OF TUBERS 
PER BUCKET. 

LOAD TUBER 
CHARACTERISTICS 
AND ERROR TERMS. 

COLLECT STATISTICS ON 
SIZE, WEIGHT, AND 
QUALI'rY FOR THE FIRST 
1000 TUBERS. 

WRITE TUBER 
TO TAPE 

INITIALIZATION 

FLOW RATE 

CALCULATE VALUES 
tOR ELEVATOR 
PERFORMANCE AND COSTS. 

COLLECT TUBER 
WEIGHT STATISTICS. 

ACCUMULATE TUBER 
WEIGHTS FOR CALCULATING 
COST PER CWT. 

Figure 2.-Basic logic for receiving operations, phase 1. 
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The parameter values may be assigned di
n~ctly based on storage bin sampling data or 
may be generated by the model from data input 
as probability distributions. If the latter are 
used, a specific value is randomly selected from 
each distribution and assigned to the proper 
parameter. This process establishes the phys
ical appearance of each tuber transaction gen
erated at the elevator. Some of these parameter 
values will be adjusted in subsequent phases 
of the model as packing line operations affect 
changes in the tubers. 

In step five of the tube'l" flow procedure, data 
from the first 1,000 tubers generated are used 
to obtain parameter mean values and tuber size 
and weight distributions. These data as output 
indicate the general condition of the product, 
become a basis for evaluating product improve
ment by subsequent operations, and provide a 
check of proper tuber simulation by the model. 

The final step in the t~tbe1' flow procedure 
(fig. 2) is the taping of all tuber transaction 
values along with other tuber sequencing and 
timing information for transfer to the next 
phase of the model. 

In addition to providing elevator operating 
data (p. 3) to the tzlbel' flow procedure, the 
initialization routine calculates equipment own
ership and operating costs from the following 
data input: 

(1) Initial cost, 
(2) Estimated life, 
(3) Salvage value, 
(4) Interest rate, 
(5) Tax rate, 
(6) Insurance rate, 
(7) Mobr hlJrsepower, 
(8) Electl'ic power rate, and 
(9) Maintenance n\te. 

The flow 'rate routine, shown in figure 2, con
verts these total costs from the initialization 
routine to unit costs by maintaining statistics 
on tuber weights. The resulting data output is 
annual ownership costs plus operating costs in 
both dollars per hour and dollars per hundred
weight. 

Additionally, the flow 1'ate routine provides 
a graphic output of the pattern of variation in 
the amount of product flowing to the packing 
line. The average flow rate and standard de
viation is also output. 

Whereas any data generated during a simu
lation run may be saved for output, certain 
information has been set up as standard output 
from each phase of the model. An example of 
the standard data output for phase I-receiving 
operations-is shown in the appendix (Elevator 
report). 

Presizing operations 

Phase 2 models the presizing operations. To 
simulate the separation of undersize tubers 
from the main product flow by a screen-type 
presizer, phase 2 requires the following data 
input: 

(1) The dimensionH of the sizing surface and the 
size of the screen openings; 

(2) The operating speed of the sizing screen; 
(3) The efhct of tuber shape and sizer overloading 

on sizing accuracy; and 
(4) The relationship between tuber shape and 

tuber damage ~usceptibility. 

As shown in the tuber flow portion of figure 
3, phase 2 receives its simulat~d product flow 
by reading from tape the tuber transaction data 
stored there by phase 1. The tubel' flow proce
dure interfaces with the initialization routine 
(fig. 3) to obtain data about the following: (1) 
the sizers operating speed, working capacity, 
and screen size, and (2) the relationships be
tween the size of the tubers' axes and size of 
the screen openings. 

Using initialization data, the model performs 
a series of tests (fig. 3). It compares data in 
parameters 4 (size of intermediate axis) and 
5 (size of large axis) of each transaction to 
the size of the screen openings and the model 
checks machine loading data for the availability 
of screen openings. 

Transactions are assigned the number of the 
next machine scheduled to process tubers pass
ing across the sizer when they meet one of the 
following four conditions: 
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TUBER FLOW 
INITIALIZATION 

READ TUBER 
FROM TAPE 

CALCULATE VALUES FOR 
TUBER SIZE - SCREEN SIZE 
RELATIONSHIPS, SIZERNO CAPACITY, SPEEDS, 

IS TUBER ONE THAT AND COST 
CAN BE SIZED OR 
DAMAGED? 

NO NO
TEST 


IS INTERMEDIATE AXIS 
 IS TUBER SUSCEPTIBLESIZE LESS THAN TO DAMAGE DUE TO
SCREEN SIZE? SHAPE? 

ADD DAMAGE DONE
.--J----1.... 

NO
TEST 

IS THIS TUBER SHORT 

ENOUGH TO FALL f 

THROUGH? i---- 


i 

NEXT MACHINE NUMBER 

~----1.... FOR TUBERS PASSING 


TEST }'-.::NO"--______--i ASSIGN ACROSS SIZER 

TABULATE
WILL LOAD ON SIZER 


ALLOW THIS TUBER 

TO FALL THROUGH? 
 FLOW ACROSS SIZER, 

FLOW THROUGH SCREEN 

NEXT MACHINE NUMBER 
FOR TUBERS PASSING CALCULATE VALUES 
THROUGH THE SCREEN ~?z~NcfL~~F&~T~€NESS,

AND COSTS 

WRITE TUBER TO TAPE 

Figure 3.-Basic logic for presizer operations, phase 2. 

(1) The tuber's intermediate axis is larger than The above four conditions correspond to the 
the screen openings by more than a specified amount NO pathways exiting from the test blocks at the(for example, 20 percent) so that the tuber is too large 
to even partially enter the openings; left in figure 3. The additional test block to the 

(2) The intermediate axis is larger than the screen right in the tube·f flow procedure determines 
openings (but by less than the above specified amount) if damage should be assigned to those tubers 
so that the tuber is too large to pass through the slightly larger than screen openings. This test 
screen, but partial entry resulting in damage may is accomplished by comparing the tuber's largeoccur; 

axis size with the screen openings. (3) The intermediate axis is smaller than the screen 
openings and the tuber should pass through, but the When the large axis is greater by a given 
tuber's large axis is greater by a given amount which amount (for example, 100 percent), the, tuber 
allows it to span the opening; Dr simply spans the opening and is undamaged;

(4) The intermediate axis is smaller than the if the large axis is smaller than the givenscreen openings, and the tuber should pass through; 
however, the product load on the screen leaves no open amount, the tuber will orient itself to enter the 
ings available. opening and will be damaged. The amount of 
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damage assigned is determined from operating 
speed and agitation data supplied by the ini
tialization routine. 

Transactions are assigned the number of the 
next machine to process the undersize if they 
meet all of the following conditions: 

(1) The tuber's intermediate axis is smaller than 
the screen openings so that the tuber may pass through; 

(2) The tuber's large axis is less than a given 
amount greater than the screen openings so that the 
tuber may orient itself to pass through; and 

(3) The load on the sizer screen is such that open
ings are available. 

The above conditions correspond to the re
quirements of the YES pathways through the 
series of test block at the left in figure 3. 

Thus, by the process illustrated, the -entire 
product flow is separated into two categories 
and assigned next machine numbers. Finally, 
all tuber transaction data are written to tape 
for transfer to the next phase of the model. 

During the simulation in phase 2, cost data 
are continuously processed and maintained by 
the initialization and flo'W rate routines. Input 
requirements and standard output concerning 
costs are similar to those of phase 1 (p. 7). 
An example of the st,andard output of presizing 
is shown in the appendix (Presizing table 
report). 

Pregrading operations 

P~'egrading is the removal of the more obvi
ous cull tubers from the main product flow at 
an early stage in the packing process. This 
operation that involves inspectors handpicking 
cull tubers from a roller-type grading table is 
simulat-ed in phase 3. Phase 3 requires the 
following data input: 

(1) The length and width of the grading surface; 
(2) The translational and rotational speeds of the 

grading rollers; 
(3) The number of inspectors and their standard 

time for removing a tuber; and 
(4) The coded values representing the tight inter

pretation of cull grade specifications. 

Figure 4 illustrates the meanings of the "tight" 
and "loose" interpretation of the grade speci
fications for simulation purposes. The usual 
cost data input are required (p. 7) plus an 
hourly labor charge for inspectors. 

Figure 5 illustrates the basic logic for the 
pregrading operations. The tuber flo'W proce
dure reads from the tape the tuber transaction 
data stored there by phase 2 and determines 
(by machine number codes) which tubers are 
scheduled for the pregrading operations. 

The model determines whether or nota tuber 
is a cull by comparing the cull grade specifica
tions to the data in parameter numbers 11 
(fresh damage), 12 (soft rot), 13 (dry rot), 
14 (frost damage), 16 (greening), and 17 
(major cuts) of the incoming transactions. 
Additionally, an interface with the initializa
tion routine provides table loading information 
and inspector capacity data. 

Transactions are assigned th-e number of the 
next machine scheduled to process tubers pass
ing across the pregrading table when they meet 
one of the following conditions: 

(1) The tuber is not a cull for pregrading pur
poses because its quality is higher than the tight cull 
specifications at the upper grade level (fig. 4) ; 

(2) The tu bel' may not be obvious as a cull because 
its quality may range between the upper and lower 
tight cull specifications, and it is not detected because 
of table overloading; or 

(3) The tuber is obviously a cull because its qual
ity is lower than the tight specification at the lower 
grade level, but it is canied past the inspectors before 
they can remove it. 

These conditions correspond to the YES path
ways leaving the first and third test blocks and 
the NO pathways through the inspector avail
ability gates of figure 5. 

'Pransactions are assigned the number of the 
n-ext machine scheduled for cull tubers when 
they meet all of the following conditions: 

(1) The tuber's quality is poorer than the tight 
cull specifications at the upper grade level; 

(2) The table is not excessively loaded so the cull 
tuber is detectable; and 

(3) An inspector is available to remove the tuber 
befol'e it is carried across the grading table. 

The diagramed pathways leading to the trans
fer block and out through the YES exits of the 
gate blocks represent all of these conditions 
being met in figure 5. Note that obvious culls 
are given special attention in the model because 
pregrading is the removal of obvious culls. 
Thus, the second test block transfers obvious 
culls directly to the attention of the inspectors 
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without being influenced by the table-loading 
block. 

The series of blocks following each gate block 
simulates each inspector's capacity and avail
ability for removing tubers based on standard 
removal times within 3 feet of grading-table 
length. 

The phase 3 pregrading output data are sim
ilar to those of previous phases of the model
pertinent input items, economic information, 
and product flow rates. Additionally, phase 3 
output provides such statistics concerning the 
utilization of inspectors and the effectiveness 
of the operation as culls missed, percent under
graded, and defects per tuber. 

The final step is that of "writing to tape" 
each transaction with current information in 
the parameters after passing through this 
phase of the simulation. 

Washing and drying operations 

Phase 4 simulates the tuber washing and 
drying process as performed by a brush-type 
washer with water spray nozzles and a series 
of sponge rubber dryer rollers. Full imple
mentation of this phase of the model was not 
achieved. Equipment and operating character
istics include the type, number, and spacing of 
nozzles; the type, number, and size of brushes; 
the width of rollers and their rotational speed; 
and water pressure, tuber damage, and product 
load effects. A simplified version of phase 4 
was developed, but no description of the logic 
will be listed. 

Grading operations 

Grading operations are modeled in phase 5. 
As with pregrading, the grading operations 
involve inspectors working at a roller-type 
grading table. However, in this phase, more 
inspectors are accommodated, two side-by-side 
grading tables arE utilized, and a fourway 
classification of product is accomplished. In 
this simulation, the four product classes are, 
in descending order of external quality, pre
mium, No.1, No.2, and cull. 

Phase 5 requires the same data input as 
phase 3 (p. 9) including all grade level specifi
cations (fig. 4). 

The t1tber flow procedure for simulating the 
grading operations, as shown in figure 6, begins 
by reading transaction data from the prepared 
tape and determining which tubers are sched
uled for grading. Then a "transfer" block di
vides the total product flowing to the grading 
operations into two equal parts representing 
the flows to two equal grading h,lble operations 
of a paCkinghouse. At this point, transactions 
flowing to one of the grading tables in the model 
are terminated. This assures that the total num
ber of transactions in process at one time, in 
this phase, will not exceed the limits of the 
computer's compiler. 

This termination and later reproduction of 
tuber transactions assumes, in both the real 
and simulated grading operations, that the 
probability of a particular tuber in a cross 
section of the product flow being located at a 
oarticular point in that cross section is equal 
for all points in the cros~ section, and that the 
results of parallel grading table operations are 
alike for each table. 

The next step, "tabulate," in the t1lber /low 
procedures of figure 6, results in a tabulation 
of incoming tubers according to their next ma
chine number asignments as determined by 
the subsequent series of tests and transfers. 
The tabulation serves as a benchmark for eval
uating the effectivenes of grading operations 
in this phase. A tuber's grade and next ma
chine assignment are determined through a 
series of test blocks. These compare coded 
values of grade specifications with the coded 
values contained in parameters number 7 
(smoothnesR), 8 (configuration), 11 (fresh 
damage), 12 (soft rot), 13 (dry rot), 14 (frost 
damage), 15 (Rhizoctonia), 16 (greening), 17 
(major cuts), and 18 (sprouts). 

The first test block (fig. 6) determines which 
tubers have one or more quality factors lower 
than the "loose No.2-tight cull" specifications 
(fig-. 4) and routes them (via the YES path
way) to the block that assigns the number of 
the next machine scheduled to handle culls. The 
remaining portion of the tuber /lOll' passes (via 
the NO pathway) to the next test block. 

The second test determines which of these 
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tubers have quality values lower than the "tight 
No.2-loose cull" requirements (YES) and 
routes them to a transfer block. The transfer 
block divides the transaction flow in this path
way into two equal flows-tubers in one flow 
are assigned the number of the next machine 
scheduled to handle No. 2's; t·'1ers in the other 
flow are assigned the number of the next ma
chine scheduled to handle culls. 

Those tubers that have better quality than 
required at the second test block take the NO 
route to the third test block. In this third test, 
tho3e transactions having quality levels better 
than "tight premium-loose No. I" specifica
tiom; pass along the YES route to be assigned 
the number of the next machine scheduled to 
handle premiums. 

The fourth test block receives the transac
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Figure 5.-Basic logic for grading operations, phase 5. 

tions in the NO flow from the third test (now 
reduced to those with better quality than the 
"tight No.2-loose cull" level but less than the 
"tight premium-loose No. lIP level). The 
fourth test analyzes the tubers for better qual
ity than the "loose premium-tight No.1" level 
and routes such tubers to be "transferred" and 
"assigned" (in the manner of the second test) 
the respective numbers of the next machines 
handling premiums or No. l's. 

The remaining tubers follow the NO pathway 
to the fifth test block that, again, approaches 

quality from the low side by directing tubers 
worse than the "loose No.1-tight No. 21P level 
along the YES route to be assigned the number 
of the next machine scheduled for No. 2's. 

The NO pathway accepts the remaining flow 
from the test block and routes the transactions 
to the sixth test. This test determines which 
of those tubers remaining are lower in quality 
than the "tight No.1-loose No.2" level and 
routes them to be "transferred" equally and 
"assigned" the respective numbers of the next 
machines handling No. l's or No. 2's. 
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The tubers remaining after this sixth test 

are those between the "loose premium-' !.\"ht 

No.1" and "tight No.1-loose No.2." .ese 

follow the NO pathway to be assigned th(: num

ber of the next machine scheduled to handle 

No.1 tubers. This completes the assignment of 

all tubers by grade and provides data for the 

tuber distribution table of the initial "tabulate" 

block. 


All tubers labeled culls, No. 2's, or premiums 

are to be removed from the grading table 

by the inspectors; the No. l's are not. The 

inspector availability routine uf figure 6 is 

the same as that of the pregrading operations 

(fig. 5) except that up to six inspectors are 

accommodated at each grading table. By inter

facing with the initialization and fiow rate rou

tines, the availability of each inspector for 

tuber removal is continuously monitored. 


If none of the inspectors can accomplish 
tuber removal as the tuber travels the length 
of the table, the transaction follows the NO 
route from the inspector availability routine, 
and the tuber is reassigned the number of the 
next machine scheduled to handle No. l's. If an 
inspector is available as determined by the rou
tine, the transaction takes the YES pathway 
from the routin<! and retains its same next 
machine numbF::r just assigned after the pre
ceding test block procedure. Reassigned ma
chine numbers reflect improper grading that is 
indicated in the effectiveness statistics of out
put data. 

The "split" and "advance" routines next in 
the logic diagram replace those transactions 
that would have been processing on the second 
grading table if they had not been terminated 
at the start of this phase. This replacement is 
done by duplicating the transactions and by 
scrambling them with the grading-table flow 
that was actively simulated. The resulting tuber 
flow represents the combined output of the two 
grading tables being modeled. Then all trans
action data are recorded on tape as the final 
step of phase 5. 

An example of output data from phase 5 is 
shown in the appendix (Grading table report). 
Other itemizations of specific data in GPSS 
coded form are provided as output but are not 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

included with the appendix material. The total 
output provides a means of evaluating grading 
effectiveness, labor utilization, and operating 
costs under \'arious input conditions. 

As in all phases, the illitializat;oi/. and fio'W 
?'Cite routines are instrumental in calculating, 
accumUlating, and converting data for inter
acting with the tllber flow procedure and for 
providing output statistics. 

Sprout inhibition or transfer 

Some packing lines utilize an item of equip

ment that applies a sprout inhibiting material 

to the potatoes; other~ rIo not. The equipment 

normally has a bypas~ h(·lt that allows for sim

ply transferring the tubers around the inhibi

tion unit to the next operation. Only the trans

fer operation wa~1 modeled in phase 6. This 

required only a simple economic statistics model 

that will not be described further in this report. 


Sizing operations 

Phase 7 simulates the sizing operations of 
an expanding-pitch, roller-type sizer. The sizing 
machine arranges the t/lber fiOll' into an ap
proximate array from smallest to largest tubers 
according to their small axis size. This is done 
by simultaneollsly expanding the interroller 
spacing and by translating- the rollers across 
the sizing surface. When the interroller space 
becomes larger than the small axis of the tuber, 
the tu bel' passes between the rollers and down 
through the sizing surface. Dividers beneath 
the surface Reparate the alTay of falling tubers 
into several categories; each contains approx
imately the cleRirecl range of tuber sizes. 

To simulate this operation, phase 7 requires 
the following data input: 

(1) TIll' dimln~ions of till' sizillg- ~urr;\(.(,; 
(2) Th(' lIumber and spal"ing-s of til!' )'oll('rs at tht' 

sizing- ~urfa("(.; 

(:~) Th" tnln-lalional slwt'd of till' roll{,I'';; 
(4 J Thc' numh:·" and sl'tting-, of tlw ~;jZl' l"aleg-o!"y 

d ivi!'iol)!' h(·twa th till' roll (. !"!' ; and . 
(5) Tht' l)!'ohability of (JCl'1I1'IVI1('" and !'('vpriw 

levels fClI' tlll)(>r damage'. . 

The usual data input fol' calculating the eco
nomic portion of the simulation is required 
also. There iR no labor input in this phase. 
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Figure 7 illustrates the basic logic for the 
sizer operations. Initialization and flow rate 
routines are similar to previous phases and are 
not illustrated. 

Phase 7 begins by receiving transaction data 

TUBER FLOW 

READ TUBER 
FROM TAPE 

NUMBER OF 
ASSIGN ROLLERS IN 

SIZER 

COMPUTE NUMBER 
OF SIZE CATEGORIESASSIGN 

COMPUTE ROLLERSAVE VALUE 
SPACING 

WILL THIS TUBER 
FALL THROUGH f' 

LABEL ~ZE CATEGORY 
AND ADD DAMAGE 

ASSIGN 

WRITE TUBER TO TAPE 

from tape. The first "assign" block loads values 
into a matrix representing the sizing roller 
settings and interroller spacing at the sizing 
surface. The second "assign" block similarly 
prepares a matrix representing the divider size 

INITIALIZATION 

SIMILAR TO PREVIOUS PROGRAMS 

FLOW RATE 

SIMILAR TO PREVIOUS PROGRAMS 

Figure 7,-Basic logic lor sizer operations, phase 7. 
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categories and their associated range of inter
roller spaces from which each is to receive 
product. 

Next the series of "savevalue-te~t-loop" 
blocks cycles (NO pathway) the incoming tuber 
transaction. Also, they compute the proper 
roller spacing, and compare the tuber's small 
axis (parameter 3) with roller spacing. In addi
tion, they increm~mt the roller matrix until the 
interroller space is large enough for the tuber 
to fall through (YES pathv,'ay). 

Each transaction eventually takes the YES 
pathway and assigns a code representing the 
size category through which it passed. If tuber 
damage is applicable, it is also represented in 
this final "assign" block of figure 7. A for
mula that includes a probability of occurrence 
function and a severity level is referenced in 
assigning abrasion damage, which occurs when 
tubers pass between the pairs of sizing rollers. 
A similar formula that additionally includes 
the effect of tuber weight is referenced in as
signing damage to tubers that drop onto the 
size category dividers beneath the siziug sur
faces. Damage adjustment is an addition to the 
value in parameter 11 (fresh damage) of each 
affected transaction. 

Standard data output from phase 7 consists 
of input values, /low m,tes, and economic sta
tistics common to all phases of this model. How
ever, !iow mtes and costs are allocated to each 
size category. Distributions of small and inter
mediate axes sizes are given because the tubers 
were arrayed on the basis of small axis size, 
but they must be marketed on the basis of 
intermediate axis size. As in all phases of this 
model, many other data are easily available by 
simple program statement additions. 

The final step in the logic is "writing to tape" 
all of the current data carried by each transac
tion for transfer to the packaging phase of the 
model. 

Packaging operations 

Packaging operations are the most impor
tant and extensive activities performed in most 
packinghouses. The washing, grading, and 
sizing operations are performed primarily to 
prepare the potatoes for packaging. Likewise, 
phase 8 is paramount in this model with pre

ceding phases preparing the product for this 
packaging phase. 

Four basic forms of packinghouse product 
output are simulated in this phase. They are: 

(ll Large bags, 
(2) Bulk, 
(3) Consumer packages, and 
(4) Institutional packages. 

Large bags refer to those packs typified by 
100-pound burlap bags of potatoes that are 
packed by workers at a distribution table. Bulk 
refers to those potatoes that are not packaged 
at all before leaving the packinghouse. Bulk 
potatoes are simply conveyed loose to holding 
hoppers or directly to railroad cars or highway 
trucks which become the container. Consumer 
packages refers to such small bags of potatoes 
as the 5- to 20-pound bags that are commonly 
filled by semiautomatic bagging machines. In
stitutional packages refers to boxes of potatoes 
(usually 50 pounds) that are required to meet 
both COUllt and weight standards per pack and 
that are packed at a weight-type sizing machine. 

This phase provides for the simulation of 
tuber !iow from any of the product categories 
assigned in previous phases. The flow may be 
to any of 9 bulk stations, 15 large-bag pack
ing stations, a semiautomatic small-bag filling 
operation, or an institutional sizing-boxing 
operation. 

To ~;mulate the packing operations, phase 8 
requires the following input data: 

(1) Tht' numh:'r and types of packaging stations 
in u!"e; 

(:.1) Th~ types and sizes of containers being packed 
including the rapacity of "bulk" containers; 

(:~ I 'I'll(' tube!' weight range, tube!' size range (in
tel"l11l'diate axis), and container fill weights desired for 
each typP Df containel' being filled; 

(4) Tht' worker assignments and standard times 
foz' replaeillg the variuus filled containers with empty 
ones and for clo,ing filled containers; 

(5) Basic eqUipment and labor cost items for cal
culating the economic p()!tiom; of this phase; and 

({j) Speeifk infOl"l1ntion about the rotary packag
ing machint' including" /lumber of filling heads, width of 
the feeder helt, and tl1l'il' respective speeds. 

The basic logic of this phase of the model is 
shown in figure 8. The additional block-flow 
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diagram in this figure illustrates the logic for 
the simulation of the rotary-type, semiauto
matic small-bag filling machine. 

As shown in the diagram, phase 8 accepts 
the taped tuber transactions from phaS€ 7 and 
performs four tests which determine each 
transaction's proper pai:hway through the t~lber 
flow procedure. The tests are for large bags, 
bulk containers. consumer packages, or insti
tutional boxes. These tests simply compare the 
"size category" codes assigned in phase 7 or 
the next machine codes (for No. 2's and others) 
assigned in other phases to the individual pack
aging station identification codes of phase 8. 

Tuber transactions that are assigned to the 
large-bag packing operations (YES on first test 
block-fig. 8) enter a "statistical routine." This 
routine block in the diagram represents a series 
of computations, compilations, and presenta
tions of data concerning off-specification tubers, 
numbers of tubers and bags packed per station, 
and worker utilization at each bag-filling and 
closing station. As in previous phases, inter
actions with the flow mte routine of figure 8 
are required whenever development is occurring 
of such statistical data. 

The next step in the large bag portion of the 
tuber flow procedure is an "enter" block which 
represents each bag being filled as storage. This 
block can accumulate tubers until the desired 
total fill weight is achieved. This enter block 
is paired with a "leave" block further along in 
the logic flow of figure 8. 

The leave blOCk represents the removal of 
the filled bag by a worker whose availability 
and need (bag full) to perform are checked by 
two intervening "test" blocks. All tubers in 
this portion of the procedure are "written to 
tape" via the NO pathways of these test blocks 
until both of the following conditions Occur 
simultaneously: A worker is available to re
move the filled bag and the bag receives a tuber 
that makes the total contents either equal or 
exceed the desired fill weight. When these con
ditions exist, the final tuber entering the filled 
bag follows the YES pathways from the test 
blocks and enters the "split" bluek. 

In this split block, an exact copy is produced 
of the entering transaction. The original tuber 

transaction is written to tape to be saved as 
the single copy transaction follows the other 
route from the split block to "represent filled 
bag." 

The first item of data "assigned" (fig. 8) to 
the parameters of this copy transaction is the 
total weight of the bag's contents. This weight 
is "removed" at the leave block to free the stor
age for the next empty bag and is "tabulated" 
as output data. The worker's activity in remov
ing the filled bag and replacing it with an empty 
one is simulated by the "seize-ad vance-release" 
blocks in which a worker is obtained, confined 
to this activity for the standard time required, 
and then released for other tasks. 

The filled container then may be delayed 
(queue) until a worker becomes available to 
close the bag (departs the queue). Just as with 
the simulation of a worker removing bags, the 
seize-advance-release blocks simulate the work
er's activity in closing the bag. Then the copy 
transaction representing the filled bag is "ter
minated." 

All large-bag filling stations are simulated 
continuously with this single path of logic both 
diagramatically in figure 8 and numerically in 
phase 8. This is accomplished through a matrix 
arrangement of bag station codes each of which 
may be referenced by the proper incoming 
transaction. Thus, continuously, hundreds of 
transactions may be processing through several 
bagging stations to containers being packed 
and closed by a number of workers just as 
tubers process in the real-life situation in a 
packinghouse. 

Note in figure 8 that the basic logic for the 
institutional pack (boxes-test block) is almost 
identical to that for the large-bag packing sta
tions. There is, however, an initial short rou
tine that simulates the weight sizing operation 
before the box-filling logic. There is, also, no 
specific container closing logic becauS€ that 
operation occurs during the nQrmal flow of filled 
boxes in process. All other blocks and flows are 
identical to the large-bag logic. Again, the 
matrix approach allows all boxing stations to 
be referred by the correct incoming transac
tions and simulated in this single-path logic. 

The consumer packaging ~mit flow logic por
tion of figure 8 shows that the container closing 
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T"'P! FLOW 

rLOw RATE 

COWVT[ OUTl"Uf 
STATISTICS ,Oft
80JlIffG SrATU~S 

a cc.vrr OUTl'UT 
STATISTICS 'DII' 

'*'OAJ(£PI Sf"I'lS MCICAOi'IG STArIOJllI 
TO Slw IAIl 

! 

INITIALIZATION 

Figure 8.-Basic logic for packaging operations. phase 8. 
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and baling activities connected with this oper
ation are simulated almost identically to those 
of the large bag and institutional pack opera

1--
! r 

: ROIJT!HE ! 

TIM( REOU'RE06F~ t-E:AOS TO 
MOVE TO LOAD 
POSITION 1 

\ AC.)TINE ) 

;=r; 
'--------< ROUTINE I 

Y 
iI 

OuEUE ~ j

Ll 
I 
~ 
\ ENTER I 
L--.-b 
~-l 
!ADVANCE I 

i P
I LEAvE 1 
L..,..J 

PROoutE THE 
REOtJl~EO NlA08ER OF 
HEADS AND STAGE 
IN OOOER 

PRQV1Q£ HEADS WITH 
REOUIRED CQNTA,p.jER 
ANO RESE1' 

~~SENT HEADS 
FOR FILUNG IN 
,",OCR 

IJNLOAV F!LLED 
HEADS AND 
REPRESENT A 
FULL PACK 

PACI( FILL 
WEI~T 

-.\T F~ 
CLOSING 

OBTAIN ClOSING 
MANpowER 

TI... E NEEDED TO 
CLOSE PACK 

F~E TtiE 
CLOSING MANPOWER 

WAtT FOR 
BALING 

OBT~N BAUNG 
MANpOWER 

11"'( NEEot:O 
TO p!"ACr PrlC~ 
IN BALE 

liME NEEO£O 
1'0 Cl.OSE BALE 

tions. Note, though, that the operation of the 
rotary-type semiautomatic package filling ma
chine requires some different logic steps. 

The machine operation is given in the four 
routine blocks of the packaging unit flow logic. 
The first routine simulates and sequences the 
prOI)er number of bag filling heads for the ma
chine in use. The second simulates the attach
ment of an empty container and the resetting 
of tripped heads. The third interfaces with the 
initialization routine to represent the move
ment of each head past the feeder belt for bag 
filling and head tripping. The fourth simulates 
removal of the filled bags and represents full 
packages. 

The tube?' flo'll) procedure of figure 8 for the 
consumer packages illustrates the product flow 
through the rotary packaging machine. This 
procedure is in constant interaction with the 
packaging unit flow logic. The test block deter
mines if a bagging head is tripped; if YES, the 
tuber cannot enter it, and the tuber is recycled 
to the hopper to approach the heads via the 
feeder belt again; if NO, the tuber enters the 
package and its weight is added to the previous 
package weight. A second test block determines 
if the additional tuber weight was enough to 
approximate the desired package fill weIght 
and trip the head; if NO, the statistical data are 
gathered and the tuber is "written to tape"; if 
YES, the tripping is simulated before "statis
tics gathering" and "writing to tape" occur. 

Tuber transactions that flow to the bulk bins 
(test block, fig. 8) simply process through a 
statistics routine and are written to tape. 

Output data are presented in special format 
for the four product categories of phase 8. 
Special output data for the large-bag category 
are shown in the appendix (Bag packaging). 
Similar data are output from phase 8 for the 
other three product categories. Additionally, 
GPSS standard output tables provide useful 
analysis information as in all phases of the 
model. The combined output data from the 
entire model provide data that are helpful in 
analyzing the performance of the individual 
operations and the total system. Figure 8 -Continued 
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Application of the Model 

This model's tools are primarily for potato 
packinghouse r€search studies. Detailed inves
tigations will be undertaken with the model 
to gain information about: 

(1) Packinghouse equipment performance under 
abnormal or unusual operating conditions; 

(2) Allocaticn of raw material and packaging costs 
under various combinations of packinghouse opera
tions; 

(3) Attainable quality levels under various raw 
product input conditions; and 

(4) Alternative plant operating policies. 

Results of these investigations will be reported 
in future publications. 

The type of model described in this publica
tion should be useful in research investigations 
of packinghouse operations for commodities 
that undergo market preparation activities sim
ilar to those in potato packinghouses. The basic 
concepts of the model should apply with details 
altered as necessary. 
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Appendix 


Examples of output data from portions of 
the model are included here in computer print
out form. 

0';':**** INPUT DATA - TURER t~ARACTERISTICS 
TUR ER S II E AN') ~EIGHT CISTRISUTIGN 

MA T R IX HALFWlJRD SAVFVALUE 

COL. 4 b 8 9 10 

R')W I 0 0 () 0 0 0 C' 0 0 0 
2 0 47 0 0 0 'l C 0 47 2204 
3 0 8 80 0 I) C) 0 0 38 2200 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 C) 0 0 
b 0 (' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 C C 0 0 0 0 0 
il I) (l 0 C) 0 J 0 (1 0 0 
9 0 0 loa 0 0 0 0 0 lCR 2406 

10 0 0 401 III 40 0 0 C 572 2408 
Ll 0 0 71 99 a 0 0 0 17q 241·) 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 (' C 0 0 
13 0 0 C 0 0 v 0 0 0 " 14 C) C 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 C 
15 0 0 Q 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 0 C 0 " 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 I) I.i 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 (I 

19 Q 0 IJ 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 
20 'J (' 0 0 0 0 G 0 n C 
21 Q 0 0 0 0 0 Ii 0 0 Q 

22 0 I) 0 0 0 0 C C) 0 0 
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (I n 0 
24 0 (l C 0 0 0 (' 0 II C 
25 J U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 0 0 0 0 0 C C 0 0 0 
2~ 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 
29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 C I) 0 I) 0 0 0 0 
3l (' 0 0 0 0 C 'l C 0 
32 () 0 0 0 u J 0 0 0 0 
33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
34 C. 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 7 40"'8 
35 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 
36 0 0 C 0 C' C 0 0 0 0 
37 (' (\ C 0 0 () C 0 0 0 
18 0 0 C C I) I) 0 0 (I 0 
39 0 (I r 0 0 0 c. 0 0 0 
40 0 C (. 0 0 C C 0 C· 0 
41 0 0 0 0 I) c o (l G C 
42 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 
43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 
44 lJ 0 C 0 lJ 0 0 0 0 0 
45 0 C C C .:; 'l a lJ 0 0 
46 0 0 0 lJ 0 0 t 0 0 C 
47 .~ 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 
48 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
49 0 0 () 0 c " 0 0 a 0 
50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
51 'l 0 n () 0 0 (; 0 0 0 
52 J G 0 0 Q 0 0 11 C 
53 0 0 'J () C 0 0 0 0 oJ 
54 0 C (I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
55 0 C 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 
56 0 (l 0 0 0 0 0 r;, 0 0 
57 0 55 66C 230 48 7 C 0 1000 0 

FOOTNOTE 

ROWS 1 TO 	 56 DETAILS TUBER AXIS SIZE BY COUNT 
CI)LUMN II) 	 FIRS T lJlGIT REPRESENTS UPPER nuur,D OF S'IALL AXIS 

SECC~D UIGIT RFpqESE~TS UPPER BOU'IQ OF IHER A~IS 
3 • 4 DIGIT REpQFSENTS UPPE~ BJUND OF LARGE AXIS 

COLUMNS 1 TO 8 REPRESENTS UPPE~ BUUND OF TUBER ~EIGHT IN I'ULT!PLES 
OF TWO OW,CES 

COLUI'N 9 AND ROA 57 ARE T~E PEspECTIVE CELL TUTALS 
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•••••• INPUT DArA - rURER CMAKAcr"RI;rIC~ - CJNTINUEU-SA~FLE OATA
AVERAGE rUSER S~AlL AXIS SIZE 1.2 PICHES 
AVERAGE TUBER II\TER AXIS SIlE 2.6 INCHES 
AVE~AGl rUSER LARGE AXIS SIZE 6.9 I ~CHES
AVE,AGE ruBER >IE IGHT 5.8 01JNCF~ 
AVERAGE TUBE~ S~CCTHNESS lEVEL 100.0 PERC"N T 5'100TH 100.0~AVERAGE TUdER Cr.I\FI~URATICI\ 10~.0 PERCE'JT Nor tJEFJRI~ED 100.0~AVERAGE TUSER SOIL COVERING -.0 t AR E A PERCENT CLEAN 100.0~AV~RAGE TUBER SU~FACE SKII\~I~r, .2 ., AREA PERCE'lT NOT AFFELHO 95.3'AVERAGE TUBER 53FT POT DAMAGE 1.0 ~ Vfll PE RC f" T NO T A FFEC TED 99.01:AVlRAGE TUdER ~RY ~OT D'~.Gt 1.7 Vel OE'lCENT NOT AFFECTED 84.2./:AVERAGE TUBER F~UST DA~AGE l.5 • Vll Pt RCFNT Nor AfFECTED 95.HAVERAGE TUBER R~IlcrTONI~ 0A~A~E -.0 A~EA PE RCENT NnT AFFECTEU 100.01:AVERAGE TUSER G'lFFI'.II\G 1.1 ~ AQEA PEll.CE'H '~or AFFECTED q5.4~AVERAGE TUUER SCARS .1 \U'1IHR Pl RCEIl T 'IUT AFFtCTEO 96.1:AVERAr.E TUBER SPRCUTING FACTOR -.0 

PE~CEl<l ~/lJT 4FFECTED 10(j.O~AVERAGE NO OF JEFECTS / TUqEQ .3 
P"~CtN r ·}~FFCT FREE 69.H 

•••••• I~PUT DATI - CECISIOh VI' IA~LlS 
qUC~ET SPACI.~:; 1/\ I'ICHES 9 
~UCKET WIDTH 11\ INCHES 5 
8UCKET DEPTH 11\ I~CHES 3 
eUCKET LE~GTH I~ INCPES 48 
nUCKFT OPERATING SPEED I~ FP~ 1>6 
~lEVATOR LIFT CISTANCE IN FEFT 15 

¢#*¢ •• ~UTPUT DATA - ELEVATC, ]UTPUT STATISTICS 
~U~RfR ~F TudFAS LOADED 500U 
AVE·Ar.~ FLCW VClU~E IN C~/HR Ib4.7 
FLO. VOLUME srA~CAAO &tVIATION 1'.5 

.,.* •• ECD~OMIC DATI 
INITIAL COST IN DeLlARS 457C.C 
ESTIN\TfD LIFE I~ YEARS 15.')
SAlVA<;e VAllIE 1'1 COLURS .0 
INTE~EST RATE II>< PE~CENT 7.0 
TAX RATE IN PERCENT 2.'1 
INSuKA~CE RATE IN p"HCENT 1.0 
PO>lER RECUlkEO I,PI 5.0 
PQWER COST I~ CENTS p~~ K~H 2.0 
~AI~TENINCE RATF I~ PtRC"NT l.O 

AVEQAGE FLOh ~~LUME CW/Hq 164.7 
AN'lUIL lVEPHEAC COST I~ DCLLAAS 53!./)
CPERATING cnST IN CENTS / HR >; I. 16 
OPERATI"IG COST I.~ CENTS/CC .. 14.60 
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.. 

• 
$ 

FLOW VOLU"E CW/HR IN 15 sec INTERVALS 

150 •.. 
101) •• 
650 v 

• 
600 

550 • 
500 

450 •• 
400 

• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••e. •• •• ••350 
• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 

o.300 • •• ... •• •• .. •• • • •• •• •• ••
• •• .. •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 

250 • •• •• .. •• •• 
0. 

•• •• •• •• •• ••
• e. •• o. •• 

to 

•• •• •• •• •• •• •• • • 
200 ~. e. • • .011 •• 

.0150 • •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••...U 

100 • •• •• •• •• •• •• •• • • •• •• •• •• .. •• •• •• u •• .. •• • • •• ~. •• •• 
50 • •• •• •• •• •• •• •• • • •• •• • • ••

• • e •• •• o. •• • 0 •• •• •• •• •• ••c •••~.*.*•••••••••••••••••••••••* ••• *••••o••o•••••••~••••*••o•••••••••••o~••••••••* •• ~o•• ~ •••••••••o.*.~ 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 
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»»»»»> PRE S I Z I N G A B L E REP 0 K r «««« 

•••••• INPUT DATA - DECISION VARIABLES 

SCREEN SIZE IN INCHES 2.0 
TABLE LENGTH IN INCHES 48.0 
TABLE WIDTH IN INCHES 48.0 
OPERATING SPEED IN FPM 4S.0 
TUBER NO FOR THOSE REMOVED 1l.0 

•••••• OUTPUT DATA - ECUIPMENT EFFECTIVENESS 

UNDERSIZED MISSED I REMAIN CT 8.8~ 
AVE INTER AXIS SIZE OF CUTGOING 2.7 

DISTRIBUTION OF OUTGOING TUBER SKINNING 

TABLE 3 
ENTRIES IN TABLE 

1>882 
MEA"I ARGU>lENT 

.21>8 
STANDARO DEVIATION 

1.292 
SUM OF ARGU~ENTS 

laso.ooo NON-\~E IGHTED 

REMAINING 

UPPER 
LIMIT 

o 
S 

10 

. OBSERVED 
F~EQUENCY 

b~27 

192 
11>3 

FREQUENC I ES AqE All lERO 

PER CENT 
OF TOTAL 

9,>.84 
2.78 
2.36 

CU;>1ULATl VE 
PERCENTAGE 

94.8 
97.6 

100.0 

CUMULAT IVE 
REMAINDE~ 

S.l 
2.3 
.0 

MULTIPLE 
OF MEAN 

-.000 
18.599 
37.199 

DEVIATION 
FROM MEAN 

- .207 
3.I>S9 
7.S21> 

..*.*. ECONOMIC DATA 
INI TlAL COST 1"1 COLLARS 1931>.0 
ESTI~ATED LIFE IN YEARS IS.0 
SALVAGE VALUE IN DGLL~RS 200.0 
INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 7.0 
TAX RATE IN PERCE">;T 2.0 
INSURANCE RATE l~ PERCENT 1.0 
POwER REQUIRED IrV) 1.0 
POWER COST IN CENTS PER KwH 2.0 
MAINTENANCE RATE IN PERCENT 1. S 

TOTAL AVE FLOW CW I HR 364.0 
~EMAI"I AVE FLOw C. I Hq 3S8. 1 
UNDERSIZED AVt FLCn C~ I Hq 
ANNUAL OVERHEAC COST IN UOLL.RS 

b.6 
222.0 

OPfRATI"lG COST IN CENTS I HR 30.5.! 
OPERATI"IG COST IN CENTS ICC. 8. ~~ 
PERCENT OF WEIGHT REMOVED 1.6 
qETAINED TUSER CCST ALLCC C/CC~ 
REMCVED TUBER COST ALLOC C/CC. 
END 

8.24 
.13 
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»»»»»»» GR. 0 [ N G T A rl L REP 0 K r «««««< 

•• * ••• CEC[S[ON VA~[h~Lf.S 

T'6LF LENGTH [N [NCHES 120 

TAIlLt W[Ortl 1\ I~CHES 30 

NU~~ER OF G~ADERS ~SEO 6 

aPE~AT[NG SPEEQ [N FP~ 25 

LABEL CODE FCR PRE~IUM~ 51 

LABEL CODe .pP ~u I 7C 

I.ABEL CODE .r.~ ,'Ie 2 53 

LA!EL CODE .C{ NJ CULLS 10 


GRAC[NG CR[TER[A 

•••••• ECU[PMENT EFFECTIVENESS 

TU~FP. I'!PUT t"
CLAS S [ F [ CA TION T:JTAL PREM NO 1 NO 2 CLLL 

PRE~-CODEi)-51 168.7 82.4 86.3 .0 .0 

NO l-CODED-7C lQ.O 1.1 16.6 .0 .J 

Nn 2-CC'DEf)-53 10.2 .7 .:l 4.2 ~.3 

CULL-COIJEO-l0 2;.5 .0 12.0 1.3 12.2 


OUTPUT T<JTAl 100.C 37.3 51.9 2.4 a.o 


INSPECTOR UTILIlAT[JN BV MAN NUMdEk 

FAC [L1 TY AVERAGE NUMSER ,IVERAGE 


UT[LI lAT[C'I E'lTR[ES TI "'E/TRA'~ 

I 1.000 175 S.B79 

2 L .C'I)O 172 10.0,2 

3 t.OOO 171 10.111 


1.000 170 10.170 
1.0~0 173 9.Q44 

6 1.010 173 9.Q94 

•••••• ECONOM[C DATA 

['![T[AL COST [N COLLARS 3J90.0 

EST[MATED LIFE [f., YEARS 15.0 

SALVAGE VALur ['I DeLLARS JOO.o 

INTEOEST PH. It, PEuCENT 7.0 

TAX RATE [N PlRCENT 2.0 

[NSuRA'!CE DATE [~ PErCFNT 1.0 

PU~ER REOU[RFD [rPI 3.0 

PO~ER COST IN CtNTS P~R K~H 2.0 

~Alf.,TENANCE RATE [N PERCtNT 1.0 

LA~OR COST [f., S I ~AN-HR 2.00 


A~NUAL OVERHEAD CC~T [~ ryCLLARS 355.0 
LABCR COST [N DOlL~RS I HR 12.0 
OPERAT[NG COST I~ CENTS I HR 35.31 

cnST ALU1CA T[I)NS CII 1: gy E'HJIP~T LMOH raUL 
~y TUBEQ TYPF PER HR WEIGHT CICCI< C/CC .. C/CCII 
PRE"'-C~':E-51 64.7 B.5 ~.2 277.9 2 8~.1 
"lO l-CODE-70 89.6 53.6 11.4 3ij6.9 3QS.4 
'W 2-CDDE-53 't.7 2.4 .5 17.3 17.B 
CULL-CODE-l0 9.9 ':i. 4 L. 1 38.9 40.1 

riFLE TOrAL 166.0 21.. : 7.2 14.4 
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••••$. BAG PACKAGINL. 

MATRIX HAlFW'lPo SAVEVALUE 

COL. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lQ 11 12 13 14 15 

ROW I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
~ 

'1 
10 
tl 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
13 
19 
20 
'1 
22 

16160 16160 
100 100 

1 ? 
16 16 
16 16 
73 n 

1405 3126 
30) 300 

1 1 
3 3 

400 400 
20 70 
60 6(' 

'1 0 
n C 

60 60 
90 qll 

0 134(1 
no 60 
150 1696 
23" 21:16 

3 22 

lb16!J 
100 

3 
I" 
16 
~3 

1910 
3C,J 

I 
"3 

40 r 

20 
6n 
40 

C 
6r 
'II' 

1195 
200 

la6S 
1965 

19 

16160 
100 

2 
16 
16 
74 

312 
300 

1 
3 

40(' 
20 
6t' 

0 
0 

60 
90 

<) 

190 
160 
19D 

"3 

(' 

0, 
'-, 

" 0 
0 
C 
r 

II 
I) 

0 
a 
0 
;: 

a 
!J 
a 
" r 

0 
0 
.J 
.J 
0 
0 
0 
0 
J ,., 
0 
0 
0 
0 
') 

0 
': 
0 
!J 
0 
I) 

0 

0 
0 
0 
'J 
C' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
n 
U 
a 
0 
0 
.J 
~ 
(\ 

(\ 

I) 

a 
0 
I) 

0 
0 
'J 
(\ 

:J 
0 
0 
0 
1 
(I 

C 
') 

0 
0 
'J 
.J 
0 
0 
0 
£) 

0 
') 

0 
0 
0 
Q 

C 
I) 

0 
'1 . 
r 
~ 
!J 
0 
I) 

n 
0 
v 
) 
() 

0 
r; 
... 

C! 
0 

:J ,. 
I) 

<) 

J 
I} 

(\ 

0 

" 1 
{) 
(' 

'J 
<) 

J 

Q 

0 
J 
n 
0 
f) 

'J 
J 
C 
'1 

l' 
') 

<) 

Q 

'1 
J 
') 

J 
0 
'1 
'l-, 

0 
0 
(1 

0 
J 

0 
0 
0 
':' 
'J 
) ,., 

(, 

0 
,J 

!) 

IJ 

I) 

J 
J 
0 

0 
0 
J 
G 
.) 

0 
'J 
C 
(J 

(, 

0 
J 
~, 

0 
(/ 

'. 
£) 

0 
(I 

I) ., 
II 

0 
0 
r 
I) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
U 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c ,., 
£) 

Q 

C 
0 
a 
C 
') 

0 
'J 
0 
~ 

t:' 
0 
0 
I) 
I) 

" 
0 
0 
C 
0 
(' 

0 
(, 

(l 

0 
0 

" 0 
FOllTNOT~ 

CCLU'IN NUMBFR REFERS TU {lAG STATION NU'ISER 
ROW I CONfA INS MINI'IU~ FILL WEIGHT I N TENTHS 
ROW 2 CONTAINS JEQ,KER STA"IOARO TlHE 
RLW 3 CI)I;TAINS JERKER HAN NUMRc~ ASSIGNMENT 
ROW 4 CONTA PIS 5E'~ I4AN 11U'IilE R A 5 S I G"MENT 

OF rll. 

prw 
RO.,. 

5 C,]NTA I NS 
6 C'lNT Ar"lS 

$TI~CARO 5c w TI~e 
TUBH. CODE NUMBfR PACKED 

R£1W 7 CONTAINS WORKING SPACE 
PQW II 
c{IJW 9 
RolilO 
QoWll 
ROW12 

CONTAINS 
CONTAI'IS 
CONTA I :.5 
C'l.':TAINS 
CONTAINS 

LAgoR COST IN CENTS / HR 
SA'; TYPE C'OE 
STA TlnN EOU I P JPfR cnST IN CF'ns / HR 
STATlo~ FlltJ A~~UAl COST 11\ r;~lLARS 
LOWER SIZE liMIT ON INTER AXl S 

RoWl3 CONTAINS UPPfR SIZE Lll'1T ON INTER AXIS 
RLWI4 
RI1W15 
P')>ll6 

CONTAINS 
CC'HAINS 
CONTAINS 

N() OF 
NO ':F 
Lf·WEP 

TUBERS BfloW 
TU~=~,~ AfIGV" 
Wt'I GHT L1"1T 

LOWER SIZE LII1IT 
upprR Size LI'IIT 
IN TfNTHS <iF to'l. 

Q[101IT 
RONla 
ROlit'l 
KC'W'o 

C:O"TA'~S UPPF'l. 
CtlNTAINS ~o) OF 
C'lNTA PIS n: OF 
CONTAINS N'; (.If 

WHC,HT U'" T IN TFNTH~ OF 
TtJBE~S ~ELr;;; LOWER WEI"HT 
TUPF~S ASOVE UPPER WEIGHT 
OEHCTlVE TUI3FRS 

Ol. 
lI'1lT 
1I111T 

RoW2i COr.'AINS TCTAL NO OF TU9ERS LoADEO 
ROW22 CIJNTAINS PEPCENf OF TOTAL WEIGHT PACKED BY THIS STAT 
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BAG 
STUION 
NUMBE~. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

~AG 
ST\TION 
NU.'1"EP 

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
C16 
1)7 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

.1F.RKFI! 
MA'I 

NUMBER 

2 
3 

SEilING 

MAN 


NUMBER 

16 

MfAN FLQW 

RATE IN 


CW I HR 

8.969 

59.757 
53.212 
8.818 
-.000 
-.000 
-.000 
-.000 
-.000 
-.COG 
-.000 
-.000 
-.000 
-.1(10 
-.000 

AVERAGE 
rILL 

IN POUNr.S 
.00 

-.00 
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